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Experim~nts in Text Recognition with Binary n-Gram
and Viterbi Algorithms
JONATHAN J; HULL

AND

SARGUR N. SRIHARI

Abst1'l7CI-Th~ bbwy n-gram and Viterbi algorithms have been suggested as altetllative approaches to contextual postprocessing for text
produced by ~ noisy c:hannel such as an optical cham:ter recognizer.
This c:oaespoO/1enc:e describes the UAderiying theory of eac:h approach
in unified terminology, and presents new implementation algorithms
for each app~ch. In particular, a stonge efficient data structure is
proposed for the binary n-gram algorithm and a recursive formulation
is given for We Viterbi algorithm. Results of extensive experiments
with each aIgo~thm are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Present coinmerci3l optical character recognition (OCR) machines reliat/ly recognize words in printed text if the text is
limited to aJfew fonts of machine print or if it is handprintedunder certaIn constraints. When the printing deviates from
these const~aints, human beings perform better than commercial mac/lines by at least an order of magnitude in error
rate, althou.h their performance when perceiving a letter or
phoneme inl isolation is of the same order. The superior human performance is attributable to knowledge of contextual
I factors like tetter sequences, word dependency, sentence structure, phrasef>logy, style and subject matter, etc., which are very
i naturally in~egrated in the process of reading.
It is clear Ithat. for flexibility in text recognition, contextual
: constraints bn the text as well as the peculiarities of the text
: recognition lehannel must be made use of. A number of algorithms hav~ been proposed for this purpose, each of which
: assume the ~ext recognition model shown in Fig. 1. The noisy
channel is ~ process that introduces errors into the correct
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Fig. 1. Model of text garbling and enhancement. Instances axe: typographical error correction, optical character recognition, and cursive
script recognition.

text. It is assumed that the output of the noisy channel is represented in the form of text rather than in an unprocessed
form such as a digitized image or sampled waveform. The text
enhancer utilizes contextual constraints known to be present
in the correct text, as well as channel characteristics in attempting to determine the correct text from the garbled text.
Contextual constraints may take a variety of forms including
vocabulary, probabilities of co-occurring letters, syntax represented by a grammar, and models of semantics. Other than
OCR (with printing and hand printing), text processing systems
that fit this model include typographical error correction and
cursive script recognition.
In the case of OCR, which is the only text processing system
we consider here, the noisy channel consists of a feature extractor and classifier and the text enhancer is called a postprocessor [3]. The feature extractor searches for features in
the character such as the number of holes in the character,
number of concavities in its outer contour, relative protrusion
of character extremities, relative positions of line endings, line
crossovers and corners, etc. (8 J. Thus, channel characteristics
are determined by the feature extractor and classifier. An important cnannel characteristic is that most OCR errors tend to
be substitution errors, i.e., replacement of a letter by another
letter. On the other hand, typographical errors frequently
involve insertion, deletion and transposition of letters also (see
(71 or [10]).

n.

TEXT ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHMS

Most algorithms for OCR text enhancement can be classified into one of two categories: those based on a statistical
representation of contextual knowledge and those based on a
structural representation of contextual knowledge. The two
approaches have also been referred to as bottom-up and topdown methods, respectively [ 14] .
Statistical representation of contextual knowledge consists
of models of word-generation processes, e.g., Markovian model
of text source, which have their origins in information transmission theory (51, (201. A particular example of this is the
Viterbi algorithm, whose application to OCR text enhancement is considered in [91. The Viterbi algorithm utilizes channel characteristics in the form of probabilities of confusion
between letters, i.e., how often a given letter is substituted by
another letter. This frequency is dependent upon how similar
the two letters are-where similarity is a function of the feature measurements used by the character classifier. Modifications of the Viterbi algorithm to improve its performance for
OCR text enhancement are described in [21 and [13). In
particular, good results for the postal address recognition problem are shown in (21.
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The stn..cturai upp"o~ch, which is closer to the artificial intelligence framework, ~s based on a deterministic representation of contextual knowledge. Examples are implicit or explicit representations qf dictionaries, syntax and semantics.
One such method, kno.,yn as the binary n-gram algorithm [II],
(121 utilizes contextual knowledge in the form of sets of
binary arrays that rep~esent legal letter combinations. Few
channel characteristics, lother than the fact that substitution
errors occur predominal1t1y, are utilized by this method. The
binary n-gram method ~as also been applied to postal address
recognition (41. Gen ralization of the method to handle
errors other than substi ution errors are considered in [4] and
[19].
~
In the following secti~ns the binary n-gram and Viterbi algorithms for correcting suhstitution errors are defined in unified
tive merits are investigated. The
terminology and their'
organization of the disc
is to present for each algorithm
the underlying theory, . escribe the procedure in a high-level
(Pascal-like) language atid finally, report on experimentation
with a common databa~. In addition to comparing the performance of the two algorithms, particular contributions of
this work include a new storage efficient method of implementing the binary n-gr~m algorithm and a recursive formulation of the generalized Yiterbi procedure.

III. BINARy n-GRAM ALGORITHM
A. Theory
The binary n-gram alsorithm utilizes an abstraction of a
dictionary that is assuq,.ed to contain all allowable input
words. The method atCempts to detect, as well as correct,
words with errors.
The representation us~d in this process is a set of binary
arrays (n-gram arrays) of ~6n elements each, where n is usually
restricted to be 2, 3, or 4,. The entry in an n-gram array is 1 if
the letter combination cprresponding to the location of the
entry in the array occurs lin some dictionary word in pOsitions
that are associated with t~e array_ A positional binary digram
(n =2) for a subdictiona'1' 1)m, consisting of words of length
m, is defined as follows: I

B7/ (ex, (j) = I,
=0,

I

iff characters ex, (j occur in positions i:j
oij, some word in 1) m,

othe~ise

where I ~ i < j ~ m. ~ch (i, j) specifies a binary digram
array
of 26 2 bits eaf;h. Thus there exist (T) different
digram arrays correspond,ing to ~m, which we will denote
as $(2, m) = {Bij}. Tile positional binary trigram B'!ik(ex,
(j, i) and the set of (~) trigram arrays $(3, m) = {Bij;J of
26 3 bits each are defined!in a similar manner. An exact representation of the words lin 1)m is given by !B(m, m), which
consists of a single array lof 26 m bits. An approximation of
the structure of ~m is given by !B(n, m), n < m.
Error Detection: Assum~ng the availability of $(n, m) for a
given m and n, it is now ~ossible to state the error detection
procedure. When digram~ are used, the condition of legality
of a word X =Xl Xl" .• X~ is stated as follows:

B7/

if B'{' (X)

= 1\ B'!j (Xi, Xi) == 1,

then X is considered legal,

i,j

I, == 0,

then X is considered illegal.

That is, a word is legal if the logical product of each entry
B'!:j(X;, Xi) in the digram ~rrays that are defined for 'Dm is 1.
This condition does not g~arantee that X is in ~m' it merely
says that each of the digrams occurs someplace in ~m. Consider the following example of error detection. The subdictionary ~4 = {CAMP, DISC HIGH, JUMP, TANK, TRAM, TREK}
and X == TANP. In this case,!
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Bj(TA1I./P) = Bi2(T, A)

A Bi3(T, N) A Bi4(T, P)

A B~J(A, N) ABi4(A, P) AB~4(N, P)
=0.

Vand no additlonal kn;wledge source is available then the input word musti be rejected since there is mor": thaI" one possible substitution that will produce a legal word.
Continuing t~e discussion of single substitution errors, when
III > I it is pqssiblc to attempt correction of X as if it contains a single s~bstitution error. This is done by assuming that
one of the pos~tions in I is in error ~~d all ot~ers are co~rect.
Then V is con,tfucted for that posltlon. Tins process lS repeated I II tim~s and if only one of t~e r~sulting vec~or~ has a
single nonzero. entry then the substttutiOn of the mdlcated
character in t$t position is carried out. If this condition is
not met then the word is rejected. For example, if X = TRAK
with the same 1il4 as before, Bj(TRAK) = 0 and / = {3, 4}.
Since III = 2, .here are two possible locations in X f~r a single
substitution error. If position 3 is assumed to be mcorrect,
then the inter*ction of B!3(T, *), B~3(R, *), and B~4(*' K)
yields the conect letter to E. If position 4 is assumed to be
incorrect then! the intersection of B!4(T, *), B~4(R, *), and
B;4 (A, *) yieI<:ls the correct letter to be lrI. Thus the word is
rejected. Note that it would be possible to carry out the correction only if one of the V's had a single nonzero entry and
all the other Vs contain no nonzero entries.
The correcti~n of multiple (or p) substitution errors can be
generalized frdm the above description. If X has more than
one substituti.pn error then it is necessary that e~~h n-~~m
that rejects X .contains at least one of the error posltions m 1tS
set of positio~ indexes. The construction of the intersection
of the sets 0[: position indexes to locate the position of the
errors is not Jiid in this case. Instead all possible distinct (';)
p-tuples are e~umerated. If each n-gram that rejected X contains at least one member of such a tuple in its position in·
dexes then it I can be· hypothesized that errors occur in the
positions indi¢ated by the members of the tuple. The checking of each ~ple continues until the supply of possible tuples
is exhausted. : At this point several alternatives for error-tuples
may have beem deduced.
Suppose X :f LANBAR where the true version of the word is
LINEAR and la full set of 20 positional binary trigrams for sixletter words ~e available. If B125' Bt34' Bg 35 , B~36' B~46'
and
56 rejept X and the assumption is that X contains two
substitution ~rrors, then since out of (l, 2,), (1, 3), (1, 4),
(1,5), (1, 6)'1'(2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (2, 6), (3, 4), (3, 5), (3, 6),
(4, 5), (4, 6), (5, 6), only (2, 4) has members that occur at
least once in tjhe position indexes of eve~ trigram. that~e~ected
X, it can be l1-ypothesized that X contams errorS.ID posltlons 2
and 4. The porrection of such an error is similar to that for
single substitution errors in that the vectors are constructed
for pOsitions ~ and 4 from the trigrams that have 2 as one o.f
their position indexes but not 4 and vice versa. Also each tngram that hasl2 and 4 in their position indexes are searched for
potential cho~ces for both positions. If there is only one possible substitution for positions 2 and 4 after this process then
the correctior is carried out otherwise the word is rejected.

Since the digram arrays B!4 and Bj4, which are extr~cted
from il4 , have a zero entry in their (T, P) and (N, P) locatIons,
respectively, Bj(TANP) = 0 and hence an error has been
detected.
Fixing Error Location: The n-grams that rejected X (i.e.,
their entries are zero for the appropriate letters of X) must
contain the location(s) of the error(s) among their position
indexes. Thus a set I (of indexes) is determined that is the
intersection of the indexes of the rejecting n-grams. Assuming
a single substitution error, if I contains a single element then
the position of the error has been uniquely determined. If /
contains more than one element, then the location of the error
is given by one of the elements of /, If I is empty, there must
be more than one substitution error, since no single position
index occurs in all rejecting n-grams. In the above example, .
the rejecting digrams are Bi4(T. P) and Bj4(N, P) and therefore I:: {t, 4} A {3, 4} {4}. Since III = I, the position of
the error is fued as 4.
Error Correction: The procedure for correcting words where
the position of a single substitution error has been fixed is
based on the following principle. An n-gram array is an
n·dimensional matrix where each dimension has 26 values,
The one-values that lie along a 26-element vector of this matrix specify valid n-grams that differ from each other by a
single letter; the remaining n - I letters of the n-gram are spec- .
ified by the n - I dimeflSions needed to specify the vector.
Thus the dictionary n-grams that differ from the n-grams of
X by one letter are easily extractable from the n-gram arrays,
which is in contrast to a conventional dictionary organization
where an exhaustive search may be necessary.
Consider the case where n =m, i.e., ilm is represented by a
single m-dimeflSional array. If the array entry corresponding
to X is a zero, then we extract the m vectors corresponding to
each letter of X from the array. Nonzero values of these vectors represent words of ilm that differ from X by a single
letter. If the position of the error in X can be fixed then only
one of these vectors will be considered. If there is only one
nonzero entry in this vector, then X can be uniquely corrected
to the corresponding word. If there is more than one nonzero
entry in this vector either a choice can be made between more
than one possible correction based on other (possibly global)
criteria or X can be rejected.
The vector interpretation also extends itself to the case when
il m is approximated by !B(n, m), n < m. If it is possible to fix
the position of a single substitution error then each n-gram
that has this position as one of its position indexes will contain
information about allowable substitutions for that position.
From each array of !B(n, m) satisfying this condition a vector
is extracted with coordinates determined by the n - I characters in the appropriate positions of X that are assumed to be B. The AlgorFthm
correct.
We now formally state the binary n-gram procedure for corWhen these vectors have been determined, the information recting single/substitution errors.
about substitutions in the position of the word about which
repeat
.
these vectors were allowed to vary -within each array is obget-wofd, (X);
tained by constructing a vector V that is the intersection of
if dete~t (X)
each of these vectors. A nonzero entry in this vector will
therl. if card (index-set) = I then correct (X)
correspond to a letter that can be substituted in the position
/
else reject (X);
that was hypothesized to contain an error and prodUCe a word
word·out (X)
that will be acceptable to all n-gram arrays. In our example, V
until end-~flile:
is the logical AND of the two vectors
The proce~ure determines if a word contains an error and
B!4(T, *)= [00000000001010000000000000)
if the positiqn of the error is fixed. then it is corrected. otherand
wise the wo~d is rejected; where get·word reads a word from a
text file and! card returns the number of elements in its arguB~4 (N, *) = [00000000001000000000000000) .
ment set. I~ the word does not contain any dete~table errors
Thus, the only nonzero entry of V allows us to correct the then it is Simply output by word-alit. The refmements of
'''',.,,<1 TANP to TANK. [f there is more than I nonzero entry in
function det~ct and procedure correct follow.
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TABLE I
,
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS fOR BINARY n-GRAM ARRAYS (WORD LE~GTHS
VARY FROM 2 TO 12 CHARACTERS)
•

~lOn:-k=itional.-1

<...,r;d length
dependent)

Positional

No. of ar.rays

Diqrams

Triqrams

12
!: <n)
1'l"22

t2
t (nl
I'PJ J

=286

=715

Diqrams

Tri.graI1:s

11

10

272

27

Nop-pOsitional-2
("prd length
. ~.peIId.en:1

Di9'

rams

1

i
No. of el.eInints
(bits) per a.r:ray
N:l. of 8 bit

26

2

26

3

3

2i2

Trigrams

1

2r
,;

24, t67

1,570,855

~1'teS (~

1,002

2!1,60J

91

;!

I:,

2460

Ii

ima.t:e)

: '\';

.: i

!

,II

!:. i
<'Ii

iI,l'!;i·

Function detect returns true if any array of !i3(n, m) rejects
X. and also constructs index-set to contain the intersection of
all sets of position indexes of the rejecting n-grams. Function
n-tuple (k, m) returns the kth distinct n-tuple of the form
(i 1 ,' ..• in) where I ~ il < i1, < ... < in ~ m.

C. Storage Consideratidrzs
An error correction~method based on positional binary
n-grams calls for partiti ning the dictionary by word length m
and representing the s , dictionary 5>m by ('!:) arrays of 26 n
bits each. The number of arrays and the 8-bit byte storage
function detect (X): boolean;
requirements for repres~nting subdictionaries 5>2." ; , S)'2 in
begin
terms of positional digram! and trigrams is shown in the first
index-set := {tfJ}; (. the null set .)
column of Table I. T~'ese storage requirements, particularly
detect := false;
for trigrams. are usuall excessive. thus methods of intelligent
for k := I to C) do
storage reduction are w rth examining. One can reduce storbegin
age either by reducing he amount of data or by using an effi(i,,' .. ,in) := ntuple (k, m);
cient data structure. T~e two approaches are typified by the
use of nonpositional n1P'ams and a new data structure called
if BUb"', in> (XiI' ••• , Xin ) = 0
linear marginal indexing, respectively.
..
then
1) Nonpositional Biriary n-Grams: The positional binary
begin
n-grams refer to specific sets of n locations in each m-letter
detect := true;
word. Nonpositional (ot position independent) binary n-grams
if index-set = {tfJ} then index-set:== (i 1 , ' •• , in)
refer to all sets of n c9ntiguous positions in each word. A
else index-set := index-set A (iI, .•.• in)
nonpositional
n-gram aIjray is defined to have 27 n entries-by
end
taking
into
account
thel word delimiter (blank) symbol as well
end
as
the
261etters
of
the
~phabet. Nonpositional binary n-grams
end; (. detect *)
that represent a specifiC sub dictionary 5>m are word-length deGiven that index-set contains the position p of a single sub- pendent non positional ~inary n-grams, which we will refer to
stitution error in word X. procedure correct considers those as nonpositional-l.. Nonpositional binary n-grams that are
arrays of B(n, m) that involve p and constructs the intersec- derived from the comp~ete dictionary, {5>j} are word-length
tion V of the appropriate vectors from these arrays (the n - I independent, which w~'will refer to as nonpositional-2. The
dimensions of each vector are determined by the assumption storage requirements f r nonpositional binary n-grams are
that the rest of the word is correct). If there is only one non- shown in columns 2 a d 3 of Table I. Note that all of the
zero element in V, then that letter is substituted in the ith storage requirements s own in Table I are independent of
position; otherwise the word is rejected. non·zero (V) returns dictionary size. .
'
the number of nonzero elements in V and letter (V) returns
2) Linear Marginal Irdexing: Marginal indexing is a tree
the character corresponding to the position of the nonzero data structure for representing multidimensional arrays, where
element in V.
the maximal depth of the tree is equal to the dimensionality
of the array, each I~vellof the tree corresponds to one dimenprocedure correct (X);
sion of the array and ea~h node is either a leaf or has a number
begin
of descendents equal tj the subdivision along the correspondV:= 0; (* zero vector *)
ing
dimension [171. I the representation of 3-D arrays, sons
for k := 1 to (~:) do
of the root denote the, 2-D slices of the array, nodes at the
begin
next level specify the strips within a slice, and nodes at the
(il.· ..• in) := ntuple (k, m);
final level correspond tp data values within a strip. An elefor j
I to n do
ment
of a node is either a data value or a pointer to a node at
if ij p then
the next level. A pointer is used only if array values in the
begin
corresponding dimensio~ are inconsistent and require the furVi j ''8m
(x·"
. •
- (il.···.in )
II'
ther description provi~d by a node at a lower leveL.
if V = 0 then V := Vi' else V
The method of mar . al indexing can be improved upon for
1
end
representing binary n-gr m arrays. Consider the representation
end;
of a binary trigram arr y of 26 3 bits. Such an array usually
if nOll-zero ( V) = I then X(p) := letter (V) else reject (X) does not contain any strips (and consequently slices) of all l's,
end' * correct *

I' II

; 11

"il

:'(

::'t. I!:"

:I
;Ji:
If

- II

t

. ·I!,

:,11
';·1'

,-, !
:: I

!'

,

Ii
I

II:,Ii

: I::
1

!
'i;

' .:.

j.,
, i

./'
,,

.• '
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English words. This fact provides the motivation for the linearization of th~ marJiml ulc'ex:ng tree and the use of binary
valued elenJents that represent either pointers or strips and
slices of all O's.
Assume that we would like to represent a 26 3 binary array
which has been observed to contain no slices or strips of slices
completely composed of I's. Three binary arrays may be substituted for the marginal indexing tree, where each array corresponds to one level of the tree. These properties allow two
binary arrays PI and P2 to be specified, the clements of which
are interpreted as data values or pointers. Assuming that the
root node is at level 0 the slices are at level I, the strips are at
level 2, and the elements are at level 3, we define arrays PI,
n, and D as follows: PI is a vector of 26 elements such that
the element PI (i) = 1 if the ith son of the root is nonterminal,
and 0 if the ith son has value O. P2 is an array of N p1 X 26
elements, where N p1 = LjPI(i), and the element n(i, j) = 1
if the jth son of the ith nonterminal node at level I is nonterminal and 0 if the jth son has value O. D is an array of
N P2 X 26 elements where N P2 -= Lj Lj P2(i, i), and element
D(j, k) has the same value (lor 0) as the kth son of the jth
nonterminal node at level 2.
Element accessing with linear marginal indexing is as follows. Assuming that levels 1, 2, and 3 of the marginal indexing tree correspond to coordinates X, Y, and Z, the following
function returns the value of array element (I, I, K) by using
the arrays PI, P2, and D.
I

function search-tree (PI, P2, D, (I, I, K»: integer;
begin
if PI (I) =0 then search-tree := 0
else
begin
I

Q I :=

.L:

PI (0;

j"'l

if P2 (Q I, I) = 0 then search-tree := 0
else
begin

m-letter word!. The probability that a word Z '" ZoZ j • • •
Zm Zm+ 1 co¥ld have caused X is expressed using Baj'es'
decision theofY as P(Z/X) :: [P(X/Z) • P(Z)I/P(X), where
P(X/Z) is thel probability of observing X when Z is the true
word, P(Z) isl the a priori probability of Z, and P(X) is the
probability o~ the string X. Since P(X) is independent of Z,
the word Z thft maximizes P(Z/X) can be determined by maximizing the expression
I

G (X, Z)

i

Storing. the i P(X/Z) distribution in memory is impractical,
due to the large number of combinatorial possibilities for X
and Z. If we !assume conditional independence among Xo X I

••. Xm+l the~

m+l

:=.L:

According to. this assumption the observed letters are independent of eaf;h other, which is valid for printed text but not
necessarily sol for cursive script (in the latter, the shape of a
letter can influence the shape of the following letter). The
probability P(Xt/Zt ) is the probability of observing letter
Xl when the Itrue letter is Zl, which is called the confusion
probability. I
If we assurpe that words are generated by an nth order
Markov sourc~, then the a priori probability P(Z) can be ex'
pressed as
I

P(Z)

Ql-l

where P(Zki k-n -" Zk-l) is called the nth order transitiolUli probab 'ty, i.e., the probability of observing Zk when
the previous n letters are Zk-n .•• Zk-l'
In the case, of n = I, P(Z) P(Zm+dZm)' _. P{ZdZo) .
P{Zo), and t¥ word Z with maximum a posteriori probability
is one that ma/ximizes

i=1

L

log P(Xt/Zj) + log P{Zi/Zi-l)

I i-I

I
P2(i,j);

i"l

end
end; (*search-tree"')

Jm+l

G2(X, Z) .

.L:

log P{Xt/Zj) + log P(Zt/Z i-2 Zi-l)

ii_I

'

where
!

P(ZI/Z-lio) = P(Zl/ZO).

Function search-tree can be made faster at a small cost in
storage by using a vector P21 of N PI integers where P21 (;)
is the number of nonzero elements in the previous i-I rows
of P2 and P21 (1) is 0 by definition. The computation of Q2
can then be simplified to
J

L

=

Im+l

G 1 (X, Z) =i

26

+.L: .L:

search-tree := D(Q2, K)
end

Q2 :=P21(QI)+

'
n

=P(tm+l/Zm+l-n ••• Zm)' •• P(Zl/ZO)' P(Zo)

where it is as4umed thatP(Xo/Z o ) =P(Xm + 1 /Zm + 1 ) = 1, i.e.,
the delimiter isymbol is perfectly recognized. In the case of
n :: 2, the coriesponding expression is

> 1 then

Q2 := Q2

log P(X;/Zi)'

1-0

i

P2(QI,j);

j=1

if Ql

.L:

log P(X/Z)

J

Q2

=Ibg P(X/Z) + log P(Z).

n(Ql,j).

;=1
IV. VITERBI ALGORITHM

The Viterbi algorithm is a method of computing the most
probable word that could have caused the observed word.
This probability is computed by taking into account the probabilities of confusion between ktters (which represents channel constraints) and the probabilities of co-occurring n-grams
(which represents contextual knowledge).
A. Theory

Let the observed word be X = XoXj ... XmX m + 1 where
X 0 and X m ... 1 are the delimiters (blank, hyphen, etc.) of the

The Viterb~''algorithm is a method of finding the word Z that
maximizes G/(X, Z) without having to compute all the 26 m
possible Gi ( , Z). The method is based on a dynamic programming fo~mulation which leads to a recursive algorithm.
Essentially, i~'L j, i :: I, ... , 26, represents the ith letter of the
alphabet, th n max {Gi(X I . . • Xk, ZI ... Zk-1Zk = Lj)}
over all possi Ie values of Z 1 ••• Zk-l can be computed trivially if we know the 26 values corresponding to max {Gj(X 1
..• X k - 1 , Z~• ..• Zk-2Zk-l = L r)}, r = 1, ... , 26, over all
possible valu s of Z 1 ••• Zk-l' This formulation reduces the
complexity 0 the algorithm to 0(26 2 ) which is superior compared to 0(~6m) required by exhaustive search. The algorithm can be viewed as a shortest path algorithm through a
graph of 26 m nodes called a trellis. The neg:3tive of the log
transitional p!robabilities are associated with the edges of the
trellis and t~e negative log confusion probabilities are associated with tljle nodes. The cost of a path is then the sum of
all the edge a~d node values in the path.
A generaliz~tion of the Viterbi algorithm is to allow a variable number i of alternatives for Z k instead of the 26 fixed
possibilities (~J. These alternatives can be determined by the

X
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letters that have the highest confusion probability. A convenient way of specifying these alternatives is by means of a
26 X TTl binary matriK A, the ones in whose columns specify
the alternatives to be considered for Zj. The use of a fixed
number of d ones (where d < 26) in each column is suggested
in ( 13).
B. Tile Algorithm

The formal statement of the text enhancement procedure
based on the Viterbi algorithm follows:
repeat
get-word (X);
generalized-viterbi (X,Z);
word-out (Z)
until end-of-file;
The procedure genera!ized-viterbi to be stated below is for
the case of a first order Markovian assumption. The algorithm
below is equivalent to the procedure given in (13] , however it
differs iit the following significant ways.
1) The use of the A matrix allows for more flexibility in
controlling the choice of alternatives.
2) The trellis is traced recursively instead of iteratively. thus
allowing a more compact data structure.
Symbols, data structures and primitive functions to be used
by procedure generalized-viterbi are stated next.
Symbols and Data Structures:
L 1 ' •• L16 represent letters A • - . Z, and the delimiter symbol is"if.
C is a vector of 26 real numbers called the cost vector;
S is a vector of 26 character strings called the survivor vector;
X = Xl' .. X m is the input character string; and
Z = Z 1 ••• Z m is the output character string.
A is a 26 X m binary matrix of alternatives whose columns
are labeled A I ••• Am; element Aj(j) represents the ith element of Ai such that if Aj(j) = I, then letter L, is a possibility
for Zj; otherwise L, is considered impossible for ZI.
Primitive Functions: max (al ..• a26) returns the maximum
of {at ... a2b}, max-index (a 1 ••• a26) returns index of maximum of {a 1 • " au}, concat (s, L,) concatenates letter L, at
the end of string s, and sort (W, 1) sorts a vector W of26 elements in decreasing. order and places the original indexes of
the sorted elements In I.

S2S

d31

for k :-= I to 2'>
if W(k) > t then! Aj(1(k)) := 1.
Next we describe

th~

recursive path-tracing step.

procedure trace (A, C, S, XI .. , Xi);
begin
if i > I then
I
begin
i
trace(A,C,~,Xl "'X l - I );
Cl := C ; :
(* CI and SI are vectors local
SI := S ; :
to trace *)
for i := 1 to ~6 do
if Aj(j) =!1 then
begin .
for ~ := I to 26 do
T: if A'-l (k) = I thengk := Cl(k) +
lo: :!~~~j!710g P(Lj /L k)

f

C(j :=max(gl,"',g2l,);
u := max-index (gl,' •. ,gll,);
S(j := concat (SI(u), Lj)
'end
!

end

else (* i:: 1*) ,
for i := 1 to 26 do
if A I (j) =.1 then
begin I
.
C(j) := log P(XdLj)
S(j~ := Lj

+ log P(L,fl1);

end
end; (*trace*)

:

Procedure trace re~ a set of n-letter character strings in
vector S whose costs re dermed by vector C. The following
function select return the most likely character string by considering the cost of t e transition from the fmal symbol to the
trailing delimiter-lf. .
function select (A, C, S): string;
begin
!
for k := 1 to 26 .do
S: if Am (k):: l!thengk :=C(k) + log P(ff/Lk);
._.
1 •• •
.
u .- max-mdex rg"
,g26),

procedw:egeneralized-viterbi (Xl'" X m , ZI ..• Zm);
I
(* given an m-Ietter string X = X I ••• Xm as input, produ.ce an m-letter string Z = Z 1 ••• Zm as output .)
begUi
!
initialize (A);
(* initialize a 26 X m binary matrix *)
I
trace (A, C, S, XI .•. Xm);
(*determine cost (C) and survivor (S) vectors by tracing m trellis steps *)
Z := select (A, C, S)
(. select output string from S using Am and C veFtors *)
end; (* generalized-viterbi *)

procedure initialize (A);
begUi
for i := I to m do
begin
for j := I to 26 do
begin
WU) := log P(X;/Lj) + log P(L j );
Aj(j) := 0

end;
sort (hi, f);
for k := I to d do
A j(I(k» := I

end
end; (* initialize"')

Procedure initialize selects the d most likely alternatives for
each letter of the input word. An alternative way of implementing initialize is to select a variable number of alternatives
for each letter based on a threshold t; in this case the loop

select := S(u)
end; (* select *)

Procedure generalil'edOViterbi can be modified to handle
the second order 1 arkovian assumption by making two
simple chan~es. In step T of tr'!ce replace P(Lj/Lk) by
P(Lj/[S(k)),-I, L k ), where (S(k)I'-1 denotes the (i - I)th
letter of the kth string in vector S. In step S of select replace
P(.fJILk) by P(.fJ/(S(k)Jm-l, L k ).
C. Storage Considera~ions

An nth order Mar~ov assumption implies storing a transitional probability (or log·probability) array of 27'-elements,
where r n + I, CireSPonding to each consecutive-field
r-gram, i.e., r-grams c responding to r-tuples such as 123,234,
etc. These probabili ies can be conditioned on word-length
m as well as on the osition of the first letter of the ,-tuple
within a word. Thu there are four different types of prob~bilities: wor~-Iength jand ~,?siti,?n, depe~~~~tr~~I;!,m, ",~:~.

,I
I
I

I

I
I

I
!
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length iildepencienL and position dependent (WLIPD), and
word-length and position independent (WLPI). If we use
WLPD probabilities then we need for each word-length m (2 0;;;;
m 0;;;; mmax), m + 2 - n probability arrays (of 27" elements
each); in this case, with n = I, the pair IS in DISC is considered
differently from IS in THIS. The case of WLDPI probabilities
-in which we consider IS to be equivalent in the words THIS
and DISC while considering IS to be different in the words
THIS and BLISS-requires (mmax - n) arrays. WLIPD probabilities-in which IS is equivalent in THIS and BLISS but
different in THIS and DISC-requires (mmax - n + 2) arrays.
Finally, WLPI probabilities-in which IS is equivalent in THIS,
DISC and BLISS-requires a single array of 27" elements: The
storage requirements of the arrays for WLPD, WLDPI, and
WLPI probabilities assuming maximum word length mmax = 12,
are shown in Table II; WLIPD requirements are not shown
since they are nearly the same as that of WLDPI.
In addition to the transitional probability arrays which represent contextual information, the Viterbi algorithm requires
the storage of confusion probabilities to represent' channel
characteristics. This is usually in the form of a 26 X 26 array
of real numbers whose storage requirement may be small when
compared to the transitional probability arrays.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To provide a measure of performance of the binary n-gram
and Viterbi algorithms, experiments were conducted with sim. ulated OCR output. These experiments were curt on word lists
that were extracted from two corpora considered representative of computerscience literature. Corpus A (of 6296 words)
was drawn from an artificial intelligence text [21]. while
corpus B (of 90 235 words) consists of corpus A plus the text
of Pascal and Lisp manuals on the on-line documentation system at SUNYAB. The size and storage requirements of the
sub dictionaries ~ l, - •• , ~ n of each corpora are shown in
Table III; it is typical that although the size (number of words)
of corpus B is over ten times the size of corpus A, the corpus
B dictionary size is only thrice the corpus A dictionary size.
Two databases of corrupted words with substitution errors
were generated as follows. The first is a database of words
with single substitution errors obtained by introducing errOrs
into the above word lists by a random choice of position and
letter to be substituted. This reflects the noise model of the
binary n·gram method. The second is a database of words
with a variable number of substitution errors per word (which
includes no errors) using the same correct word lists. These
errors were generated using the probabilistic noise model assumed by the, Viterbi algorithm (see Section IV).

A. Performance of Binary n-Gram Algorithm
A Pascal version of the binary n-gram algorithm for n = 2
and 3, and operating under the single substitution error hypothesis was implemented on a CDC Cyber 174. The algorithm was tested using corrupted versions of ~" ~o, and 11 7
generated by the single and variable substitution error noise
models. These tests consisted of three sets of experiments (I,
II, and III) corresponding to the use of positional, nonpositiona1-1, and nonpositional-2 n-grams, respectively. In each of
these trials, the set of binary digrams and trigrams used were
compiled from the subdictionary of interest; such "testing on
the training data" is appropriate since the input word is assumed to belong to a predefined dictionary. The percentage
of errors detected and corrected are given in Table IV.
Experiment I was conducted with the complete positional
binary n-grams, :.il (2, m) and :.il(3, m). Examples of the results
of the positional trigram experiments are given in Table V,
which shows examples of garbled words with single substitution errors corrected to their original form as well as garbled
words that were determined to be correct (three of the four
!7arbled words that were declared sYntactically correct are
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periment II used! a single nonpositional n-gram array per subdictionary, Le., ~ength-dependent n-grams. Experiment III
was conducted wjith the least memory overhead, a single non·
positional n-gram array (length-independent) representing
5),. ~t;, and ~7' •
As expected, tlhe overall performance of the method was
best in experime~t I which used the highest level of local contextual knowledge. In this case both digrams and trigrams provided reliable enlor detection (over 83 percent) and only trigrams provided~ceptable. error correction (over 70 percent).
With nonpositio a1 binary n-grams (experiments II and III)
only the trigra ,provided acceptable error detection; 90-100
percent in experiment II and 70-85 percent in experiment III.
Nonpositional dI"ams provided O,nlY marginal error detection
capability; 28-7 percent in experiments II and III. The inability of nonpo 'tional binary n-grams to provide reliable correction is apparent in experiments II and III where correction
rates for both, d~"ams and trigrams range from 0-34 percent. .
It is also obse ed in the experimentation that the performance of the alg rithm deteriorates with increasing size of the
subdictionary ~rlt. The behavior of the positional binary trigram algorithm lith increasing dictionary size is further documented in Fig.
which represents results of experiments in
which the base ictionary consisted of all seven-letter words
from corpus B ~d two additional sources (a hardware user's
manual for the=1anodata QM-l computer and a dictionary
used by a spe . g correction program). This yielded 5920
words from whi h ten lists were randomly selected using a
uniform distribu~ion. The algorithm was tested using garbled
words obtained [ randomly introducing a single subsitution
error in each wo d as before. It is observed that although the
detection rate re ains reasonably high with increasing dictionary size, the cor,ection rate decreases steeply ..
Performance
Linear Marginal Indexing: The storage requirements of . ear marginal indexing (LMI) to represent the
positional trigra arrays extracted from corpus B are shown
in Fig. 3 together with the storage requirements for the exhaustive storage lof the same arrays. The exhaustive method
requires 2197 b~tes per array of 26 3 bits and an overall storage requirement I of I 570855 bytes. Using the LMI data
structure it was: found that the same arrays derived from
corpus B can bd represented with only 316419 bytes, thus
reflecting an 80 fercent decrease in storage requirements. The
degree of comp~~tion achieved by the LMI data structure is
highest for very ~short and very long word lengths and lowest
for middle word ilengths-the highest decrease was 84 percent
for 12 and theflowest decrease was 69 percent for ~7' This
behavior in the fficiency of the LMI data structure is attributable to the va iation in sub dictionary size (see Table III),
with higher compaction achieved for smaller subdictionaries-

#.
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B. Performance of Generalized Viterbi Algorithm
ExAMPLES b.: PEll.FORMAN~::;il~AJl.Y n..QRAM ALGORITHM
Experiments were conducted with a Pascal implementation
UsmG PosmoNAL TRIG RAMS
of the Viterbi algorithm using the same two databases of
simulated OCR output as were used with the binary n-gram
i ~es of SUca!ssful Cbr.ft!Ctions
algorithm.
Irhrect Input
Cbrre::ted Version
The transitional probability arrays needed for implementing
the Viterbi algorithm should be estimated from the source that
.lISQo!IC
A'1tI1IC
I A1"1»Nr
ATl»1PT
generates text that is input to the noisy channel; alternatively
ElmMPLI
EXlIK'LE
n-gram statistics for general text are available [16]. It has
am:I
OI&:K
EFCXX:H
ENXG!
been suggested that it is simpler to represent the probabilities
KAt'N11'
Cl\N!VI'
as 'Bayesian estimates instead of maximum likelihood estiPPDIIlIlE
IBJVIDE
omx;s
mates, since it avoids zero probabilities (and consequent logJ:.l'UiS
MM"l'ERS
~
probabilities of negative infinity) [18]. If, for example, a pair
METID:l
M!mUD
LjL j occurs q times in the text and Lj occurs t times in the
M:::CIN
MorIN
SINCE
SINSE
text then the Bayesian estimate of P(Li/L j ) is Pb(Lt/Lj) =
SCHOOL
TOICOL
(q + O/(t + 2) whereas the maximum likelihood estimate is
'l.llroRY
'l.'IlEORM
Pm (L;/L j ) qlt (6J. Inprinciple,ast~oo,thetwoestimates
'llIRlUh'H
'1'H!l:lOOI!
'I'HERE
'l'LERl::
are identical. However, it has been our experience that the
VEHIOLE
VEHICLE
Viterbi algorithm performs better with maximum likelihood
IIORfIS
\'lJBKS
estimates due to finite sample effects in comparing probW:lrds detennined Correct by Syntax
abilities in the dynamic programming procedure.
It should be noted that the transitional probabilities estiDictionary W:lrd
A=ePted W:lrd
mated from source text are usually different from those estimated from the dictionary of the source text. This is in contrast to the binary n-gram arrays which are identical for source
text and its dictionary; also, when the transitional probability
arrays are thresholded such that a probability of nonzero is
mapped to I and a probability of zero is mapped to 0 we get
the non positional binary n-grams defined earlier.
. ,1) The best ferformance is with first-{)rder WLPD probabil'
Previous experimentation with the Viterbi algorithm using ities.
2) Consideri~g the cost versus performance tradeoff, the
WLPD, WLIPD, and WLPI probabilities have led to the following conclusions [ 13] .
"overall best" i~ achieved with first-order WLPI probabilities.
I
I
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF VITERBI ALGORITIIM. THE ENTRIES ARE
OF WORDS CORRECTED
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TABLE VII
EXAMPLES OF PERFORMANCE OF VITERBI ALGORITHM USING WORD-LENGTH
DEPENDENT ASD POSITION INDEPENDENT SECOSD-ORDER PROBABILITIES

Exailples of Successful Corrections
Incorrect Input -

Corrected Version

l\TI'EMn'

Al'l'EMPT
am::K
Cl\N!m
PlVIlIIlE

om::I
KllNWT
LIVIIIIE
IRU;S

l:lRIn;

MroTARS
ncIN
SINSE
'lOIX>L

M1'.Tl'ERi
M:iCIN

SEllSE
SCIXlL
TIiWRY
'n!RXDf

TIiW~

nlRCXlWII

VElUrx.E

VEHICLE

WJBKS

WJRKS

Exanples of Unsua:essful Corrections
Incorrect Input
ASOMIC

ERXlGH
EXAMPU
FORI"f
rnGIS
IANGER

Corrected Version

Dictionary Word
A'l'CMIC
m:u;H

EXAMPLE
FORTH

J<tao.N
~

TLERE

ME."IHD
THERE

WJRTH

WIRl'II

ME:I1iIS

These conclusions have been based on character classification
(error) rates when applied to feature vectors representing character shapes. In contrast, our results herc are in terms of performance when applied to simulated hard decisions output by
a character classifier. This method of reporting results allows
a comparison with the results of the binary n-gram algorithm;
it also allows us to informally estimate the goodness of the
Viterbi algorithm in utilizing context for improving performance, as opposed to the former method where the use of
contextual information is combined with the efficacy of thl!
feature extractor/classifier.
Three sets of experiments were conducted with transitional
probabilities compiled from corpora A and B that correspond
to the cases WLPD, WLDPI, and WLPI, respectively. The error
correction percentages are reported in Table VI as experiments
IV, V, and VI, respectively. The results pertain to two different noise (or garbling) models: the first allowed variable number of substitution errors per word (including no errors) and
the second allowed a single substitution error per word-these

models are identical t the noise models used in experiments I,
II, and III. All of the above experiments were run with d =5,
a choice based on ou experiments which found this value to
be optimal for the p rticular noise model. Not all possible
cases of experiment I were run due to the extremely large
storage requirements f WLPD second-order probabilities.
The best perform ce (highest correction percentage) was
achieved with second rder WLDPI probabilities (experiment
V)_ When only flrst rder probabilities were considered, the
best performance wa with WLPD probabilities_ The percentage of errors co ected increases, although not linearly,
with the storage requ ements for the probability arrays_ Although the storage r quirements of Iust-order WLPI probabilities are the least, e cannot conclude that this is the overall best since the perfo mance is significantly worse than in the
case of second-order LPI and WLDPI probabilities; this is unlike the results of [l ] where first-order WLPI performance
. was worse but not sig ificantly different from the other cases.
Finally, second-order probabilities yield considerably better
results than first-ord r probabilities for WLDPI and WLPI
cases, but no signific nt improvement was observed for the
WLPD case. Example of algorithm performance with secondorder WLDPI probabi ties are shown in Table VII (the garbled ",
words are the same as' Table V).
Additional experim nts were conducted to determine the
influence of source st tistics on algorithm performance. Considering first-order W PD probabilities estimated from each of
corpora A and B, gar led text of five-letter words with single
substitution errors fro each corpus was run on statistics obtained from the other orpus. Statistics from corpus B yielded
a correction rate of 2 percent for garbled words of corpus A
and statistics for corp~s A yielded a correction rate of 8 percent for garbled text Ifrom corpus B. These rates are lower
than the 23 and 13 !rcent figures (experiment IV) for each
garbled text when use with its own statistic~, thereby suggesting the relevance of so rce statistics.
.
i

VI. COMPf..RISON AND CONCLUSIONS
The binary n-gram a d Viterbi algorithms are alternative approaches to correctin errors in text such as those present in
the output of an opt·cal character reader. Both algorithms
use contextual knowl dge at the word level. Since the algorithms are time-effi ient. their storage requirements (for
representing context al knowledge) provide a measure of
algorithm complexity. Whereas the binary lI-gram algorithm
utilitizcs a set of n-gr m arrays derived from a dictionary of
words to represent \ hethcr or not certain lettcr combina-
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tions al~ l.::gal, the Viterbi algorithm (and its generalization)
does not assume a dictionary but utilizes transitional probability arrays derived from a source text to represent the frequency of occurrence of contiguous letter combinations.
The binary n-gram algorithm is unable to use any channel
characteristics other than the fact of predominance of single
substitution errors, on the other hand, channel constraints in
the form of confusion probabilities are effectively used by the
Viterbi algorithm. This can be observed by comparing the
experimental performances of the binary n-gram algorithm
(Table IV) and the Viterbi algorithm (Table VI) with respect
to the two noise models. Whereas the Viterbi algorithm performs significantly better with the OCR noise model (variable
number of errors) than with the single substitution error
model, the binary n-gram algorithm shows little or no difference between the two noise models.
The principal strength of the binary n-gram algorithm is in
its use as an effective error detection procedure. The reported
experiments indicate the performance versus storage tradeoff
in implementing the algorithm. With positional binary trigrams, the percentage of errors detected is very high (over 98
percent) even with large dictionary size. The error detection
capability is good (over 90 percent) even with positional digrams and nonpositional-l trigrams." The error correction capability of the algorithm is acceptable (over 70 percent) only
with positional trigrams. However, the storage requirements
of the positional trigram algorithm (which is 1.6 Mbytes with
exhaustive representation and typically 0.3 Mbytes. with the
proposed method of linear marginal indexing) may preclude
its usage in practice.
The error correction capability of the Viterbi algorithm is
superior to that of the binary n-gram algorithm while operating under similar amounts of storage (excluding the case of
positional trigrams for the binary n-gram algorithm and secondorder WLPD probabilities for the Viterbi algorithm). Furthermore, the Viterbi algorithm can be used in feature vector
classification, unlike the binary n-gram algorithm which can
only be used with hard decisions provided by a classifier; however, the Viterbi algorithm can only be used for error correction unlike the binary n-gram algorithm which can be used
either for error detection or correction.
As a result of extensive experiments with the generalized
Viterbi algorithm it was determined that second-order wordlength dependent and position independent probabilities yield
the best performance. Except in the case of word-length and
position dependent probabilities, second-order probabilities
yield significantly better results than first-order probabilities.
. The fact that the correction rates of these algorithms for
large vocabularies (or source text) are low in absolute terms
shows that either further contextual information must be
brought to bear on the problem or at least a hybrid approach
that utilizes both structural and statistical information is
needed. Hybrid methods of using the generalized Viterbi algorithm with a dictionary are considered in [141 and [15]; in
(15] it is shown that performance is significantly improved by
simultaneously searching the Viterbi trellis as well as a triestructure representation of a dictionary. Another approach is
to use these methods as low-level hypothesizers (see ( 11) for a
higher level procedure which uses multiple knowledge sources
in text recognition.
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